James Area Recruiting Ethics
SNSD Stacy James

Reputation: Our reputation as a Company has made all of the difference in the tremendous success that we are enjoying. The reputation of our product, corporate staff, Consultants and Directors speaks louder than any words of advertisement. We are incredibly grateful to Mary Kay Ash for creating a company with the founding principles based on the concept of the Golden Rule and implementation of the much-noted Go Give Spirit. We are associated with and belong to a company that not only excels in the cosmetic industry, but we are known far and wide for our integrity and our unique leadership style.

Taking a position of integrity is challenging. It is not the easy road. It is not the road of least resistance. It is a decision that we make, realizing that no matter what we feel we are losing at the moment, we will ultimately gain, spilling over in abundance and wealth. The wealth of having a clear conscious, the pride of knowing that there will be no question in how situations have been handled and the esteem that comes from walking in a quality of life that is free from the need to manipulate or sway others to your side. Women of Integrity attract mentally healthy and ambitious people. People will run to you because of your reputation and all that you are. It is always evident. Not that your heart won’t be challenged or that you will feel that the wrong person got the business associate or the reward at times. It is the understanding that the Lord has a plan that is greater than the situation that we see in front of us. When things don’t go the way we think they should perhaps we are being protected. I have learned to trust the process and lead others with an open hand. To weigh the power of my words and continually monitor my motivation to ensure it is not of a self-serving reason but an other’s serving benefit. It is in fact a huge responsibility. A responsibility that I am up for and one that our Area stands for. The woman of good repute is listened to, and her opinions weigh heavy. A woman who lacks integrity can shout from the rooftops and not be heard.

DEFINITION OF AN EXCLUSIVE CUSTOMER

An Exclusive customer is someone who the Consultant has personally met with and has physically facialed. There are times when a Consultant will collect customers through referrals or by inheriting an inactive Consultant’s customer list. For example, we may provide product to an acquaintance at church that does not have a Consultant and needs some items. These connections would not classify these women as exclusive customer. In order to add those women to her exclusive customer list, the Consultant would need to meet with each individual, facial her or share a new look (i.e. person to person contact.)

It is essential to send an out-of-town potential customer some product samples. Once you have followed up and your new customer has placed her first order with you, it is important for you to explain the benefits of an exclusive customer relationship. You will place her on your PCP and will be in touch with her concerning new products and updates. You desire to provide for her the very best of service. You would also like to send her some information on the company and would invite her to log on to our Mary Kay.com web site. If at any point she would become interested in becoming a Consultant you
would like for her to join your team. Location makes no difference in Mary Kay. You would be able to lead her and service her regardless of how far she lives from you.

There will be customers that you collect and place on your PCP. However, they would not be defined as an Exclusive Customer. If someone else approaches them and tries to recruit them, they are an open market. However, if you have developed a relationship, they probably will not want to be recruited by anyone else.

WHEN ARE THEY NOT YOUR CUSTOMER?

*Third person purchasing:* When you are providing product to an Aunt who passes it on to her niece. The niece is not your customer, unless you have met with her and facialed her. Also, when you are send product to the office with your husband to distribute or sell to his coworkers, those employees are not your exclusive customers.

*Women you have facialed, but do not start with the skin care:* When someone has attended one of your skin care classes, purchased a glamour item and you have not followed up to utilize her as a model or a hostess, she is not an exclusive customer.

RECRUITING 1, 2, 3’s

1. Upon sharing the marketing plan with a potential recruit. It is the Director’s, or recruiter’s responsibility to ascertain any prior use of the products. It is necessary to ask specific questions. “Jane is you currently using our MK line of products?” If so what products? Sometimes people say that they are using Mary Kay, when in reality it is a lip gloss that they got as a birthday gift or purchased at their place of employment when a MK Consultant was running a promotion.

2. Inquire as to how the long she has been using the product. Or how long it has been since she was using our product.

3. Ask if she has ever been presented with the Mary Kay facts. Has anyone asked her to listen to a Marketing Plan CD or web cast? Has she attended a Unit meeting or a Mary Kay guest event? Ask her for her Consultant’s name. If she does not know the name, ask further questions. What have you used? Where was the event that you attended? Did you meet her Director when you were there? At that point in time it is necessary to explain that we have a very unique and special company. A company that believes in the loyalty of the customer/Consultant relationship. So, Jane it would be very important for you to be recruited into the company by the Consultant who has been servicing you with product. We can go ahead and get you started today. I will contact (said Director/Consultant) for you. There is nothing more exciting than to call another Director and say…congratulations!!! You have a brand new Consultant!

4. If the Consultant says, “I don’t want to be recruited by my current Consultant, I think she is pushy.” Your response should be, “You know what Sally, you are going to be a wonderful Consultant, and this opportunity is going to be such a blessing to you. I know Mary and she is a very successful, fabulous Consultant. She will take very good care of you. Now would you like to place a Visa number on here or write a check?” Please understand that you are in a strong position of influence at this moment. It is your response that will make all of the difference in this
Go Give situation. Saying someone is pushy is an easy, smoke screen excuse. To lead another person in doing what is right, you must gloss over any smoke screens, compliment the Consultant/Director, and the new prospect will do what you suggest. If you give her any options at this point, you will only cause confusion. When you examine any reasoning for giving an option at this point, you will discover that you are opening a door that would lead her to want to be recruited by you. That would be using your influence in a self-serving manner.

5. What if they persist? “I will not become a Consultant if I have to be recruited by my current Consultant. I don’t understand. Are you telling me that I don’t have any say in who I’m going to work with?”

Now first and foremost—these kinds of statements would only come from a savvier customer. Perhaps, from someone who has been in the company before and understands that there are different Units and different Areas. Keep in mind that most new Consultants do not understand the process. Especially when their recruiter is out of town and they want to be recruited by someone local, feeling that the local situation would be more beneficial. When understanding that concept, it would be most important for you to explain that she will be adopted into your unit and you will be supporting her, training her and welcoming her into your meetings. Assuring her that the MK Go Give Philosophy is what we live by and you will take very good care of her.

6. If she is adamant then the next step is her responsibility. You need to step back. She must be willing to call her Consultant and explain that she wants to be recruited by Ann. She can explain her reasons why and the resolution must be made between the two of them. Your involvement would only complicate the situation and could make you seem controlling. If she will not call her Consultant and rectify, then you can not recruit her. Recruiting her at this point would put you in a very damaging position. You would continually be defending your actions and your reputation would be tarnished.

RECRUITING MENTALITY

Rule #1 Customers will tell you what they think that you want to hear. Most discrepancies occur from miscommunication. Often times the customer will only provide pieces of the picture.

Rule #2 Some recruiters do not ask whether a prospect has a Consultant or not. These recruiters believe that if the prospect has not been presented with the marketing plan or been taken to a guest event she is available to be recruited by anyone.

Rule #3 The James Area Directors seek to understand before it is important to BE understood. We in the James Area handle situations differently than some other areas on both ends of the process. Taking the high road is not a choice it is an absolute. Handling each and every recruiting or customer challenge with graciousness, understanding and compassion is what we are known for.

WARNING SIGNS

When you find yourself getting defensive, angry or hurt … If your judgment is becoming confused or clouded, seek counsel. However, as your National Sales Director I can only give you wise counsel
Based on the information that you share with me. Please be as accurate as possible, because I will be backing you 100%. And my reputation for accuracy is on the line also.

Handling recruiting scenarios has everything to do with abundance mentality. It comes down to the “Little girl syndrome” When we try to control and hold on to things and people too closely, like yelling MINE and grabbing your toy doll back from the other little girl who is playing with it. You are operating out of scarcity mentality. A fear of losing something that is yours. A fear that someone is taking advantage of you or taking something from you that is rightfully yours.

That is when we switch our thought process from who is right to what is right. Small people focus on their RIGHTS, big thinkers focus on RESPONSIBILITIES. It is our responsibility as James Directors to handle each and every situation as the class act that you are.

**WHAT IS NOT EMOTIONAL MATURE**

1. **Accusing someone is not emotionally mature.** If someone has accidentally or purposefully recruited one of your customers, there is not ever a time that you should accuse or place blame. Watch your words. If you are angry…wait until you clam down or seek counsel before you place a phone call to another Director. Phone messages or conversations should be presented from the: “Hi Sally, this is Stacy James, Sally I am calling because I have a question regarding a recruiting scenario. I am certain it is just a misunderstanding or a miscommunication. I would like to chat about it. I can be reached at …… I will look forward to talking with you. Thanks Sally.”

2. **Proceeding out of protocol is not emotionally mature.** Nationals call sister Nationals, Directors speak to the other Director. Nationals should not ever call the Director in the situation unless she has permission from the Director’s National. If the Director is in the Go- Give area. The National should call her Executive Senior if she has one. Likewise, Directors should not communicate with Consultants in another unit. Communication should be exchanged through the Directors.

3. **Sending nasty emails is not emotionally mature.** Remember that messages left on phones and emails are testimony to your professionalism. They will be passed on. Also, the tone of an email can be easily misread. The sound of your voice can rectify many a misunderstanding.

**NON NEGOCIABLE SITUATIONS:**

Mother/daughter, Sister/sister, Sister in-laws/Mother in-laws and Aunts/nieces are non-negotiable recruiting situations. Cousins always add an interesting element. If a relative is already a Consultant, there should be absolutely no question. They will go with the relative. It doesn’t matter whether the relative is just doing this for personal use or not. If she is an active Consultant, the new Consultant will be recruited and directed to the relative.

If there is a rift in the relative relationship, it must be resolved between them. You cannot get involved. I have discovered that in family situations there are more people to be considered than just the two individuals. Uncles, brothers, other family members can become hurt and disillusioned if not handled well.